
acta physica slovaca vol. 48 No. 3, 169 { 176 June 1998APPLICATION OF QUANTUM KEY DISTRIBUTION FOR MUTUALIDENTIFICATION { EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION1M. Du�seka, O. Haderkaab, M. Hendrychab(a) Department of Optics, Palack�y University, 17. listopadu 50,772 00 Olomouc, Czech Republic(b) Joint Laboratory of Optics of Palack�y Univ. & Phys. Inst. Czech Acad. Sci.,17. listopadu 50, 772 00 Olomouc, Czech RepublicReceived 15 May 1998, accepted 24 May 1998A secure quantum identi�cation system combining a classical identi�cation pro-cedure and quantum key distribution is proposed. Each identi�cation sequence isalways used just once and new sequences are \refuelled" from a shared secret keytransferred over a quantum channel. The question of authentication of informa-tion sent over a public channel is discussed. An apparatus using two unbalancedMach-Zehnder interferometers has been built, and quantum key distribution and\quantum identi�cation" have been successfully tested through a single-mode op-tical �bre at 830 nm, employing low intensity coherent states (below 0.1 photonsper pulse). 1. IntroductionAlong with the rapid increase in the number of electronic communications growsthe need for secure identi�cation systems. Nowadays, various identi�cation systemsare employed for �nancial transactions performed over computer networks, for moneywithdrawal from automated teller machines, for diplomatic and military purposes, andso on. Even the best classical identi�cation systems, however, do not provide su�cientsecurity with respect to recent advances in the �eld of quantum physics. An eaves-dropper listening in on identi�cation acts of the legitimate users might later misuse theoverheard information and try to impersonate them.In this paper, a secure identi�cation system is proposed, that combines a classicalthree-pass identi�cation procedure and quantum key distribution (QKD). A large num-ber of papers have already been devoted to quantum cryptography. Let us mentiononly some of the fundamental ones [1-7] and the survey in [8]. A large bibliographymay also be found in [9].1Special Issue on Quantum Optics and Quantum Information0323-0465/96 c Institute of Physics, SAS, Bratislava, Slovakia 169



170 M. Du�sek et al.In Section 2 we describe the identi�cation protocol. Section 3 deals with the nec-essary authentication of the public discussions performed during QKD. Section 4 isdevoted to the description of the experimental apparatus. In Section 5 practical re-alization is described and some experimental results are presented. Section 6 givesconclusions. 2. Identi�cation protocolThe proposed identi�cation protocol is based on a simple classical three-pass identi�-cation method using each time a new triad of identi�cation sequences (i.e. the sequencesare changed after each identi�cation act, either successful or unsuccessful). This methodis secure: a su�cient length of identi�cation sequences exists such that the probabilityof successful deception by an unauthorized user is smaller than an arbitrarily small pos-itive number. The weak side of classical implementations of this method is the problemof delivering of secret identi�cation sequences (IS's). To circumvent this di�culty, thewell known quantum key distribution procedure (QKD), based on BB84 protocol [1],is employed. QKD represents the \quantum part" of the protocol. At the beginningsome small amount of secret information must be shared by the users. But after mutualidenti�cation, the used IS's are replaced by new ones, distributed by means of QKD. Alimited number of IS's could be stored, e.g., on a chip card.A three-pass identi�cation protocol can be realized as follows (two legal users, Aliceand Bob, already share several triads of IS's):� Alice and Bob say each other their ordinal numbers of IS triads in the stack { apointer to the �rst Alice's (Bob's) unused sequence { and choose the higher oneif they di�er.� { Alice sends the �rst IS of the triad to Bob.{ Bob checks whether it agrees with his copy. If not, Bob aborts communica-tion and shifts his pointer to the next triad. Otherwise, he sends the secondIS of the triad to Alice.{ Alice compares whether her and Bob's second IS's agree. If not, she abortscommunication and shifts her pointer. Otherwise, she sends the third IS toBob. If Bob �nds it correct, the identi�cation is successfully �nished.� To replace the used IS's, Alice and Bob \refuel" new IS's by means of QKD andset the pointers to their initial positions.The three passes are necessary for the following reason: An eavesdropper (Eve) canpretend to be Bob and get the �rst IS from Alice. Of course, Alice recognizes that Eveis not Bob because Eve cannot send the correct second IS. So Alice aborts connectionand discards this triad (i.e., shifts the pointer to the next one). However, later on Evecould turn to Bob and impersonate Alice. She knows the �rst IS! Bob can recognize adishonest Eve just only because she does not know the third IS.



Application of quantum key distribution . . . 1713. QKD with authenticated public discussionNecessary discussions performed over the open (classical) channel during QKD couldon principle be modi�ed by Eve. So their authentication is necessary. The authenti-cation procedure requires some additional \key" material to be stored and transmittedsimilarly to IS's. Again, each \key" may be used just once. This authentication, how-ever, can be utilized for the identi�cation itself. The three-pass authenticated publicdiscussion, performed during QKD, can function as the three-pass exchange of IS'sdescribed in the preceeding section.For quantum cryptography to provide unconditional security, the procedure usedfor authentication of public discussion must also be unconditionally secure, not onlycomputationally. Such authentication algorithms have been discovered [10]. Thesealgorithms are based on the so-called orthogonal arrays [11]. It can be shown, however,that the length of an \authentication key" must always be greater than the length ofthe authenticated message. If k is the number of all possible messages, � the number ofkeys, and n the number of all possible authentication tags, using methods of orthogonalarrays theory, it can be proved that � � k(n� 1) + 1: It is evident that� > k; if n � 2:This fact represents a di�culty for QKD. The length of messages communicated overthe public channel is always greater than the length of the transmitted \quantum" key.For each qubit, at least one bit of information about the basis chosen by Alice, andone bit about the basis chosen by Bob must be interchanged. Only about one half ofall successfully conveyed qubits can be used as a key, as follows from the requirementof coincidence of bases. Further, part of the key has to be sacri�ced and compared byAlice and Bob in order to detect possible eavesdropping. So there would not be enough\quantum" key material for refueling new authentication keys for next authentications.A way out from this impasse rests in realizing that it is not necessary to authenticate thewhole public discussion performed during QKD. The most important and characteristicproperty of quantum cryptography is that it enables us to detect an eavesdropper. Anyattempt at eavesdropping inevitably increases the number of errors. Thus it is necessaryto prevent Eve from modifying in any way the part of public discussion connected withthe error rate estimation. Therefore, messages containing the sacri�ced part of the\quantum" key (including corresponding bases and positions of sacri�ced bits) have tobe authenticated. Any modi�cation of the rest of public communications could impairQKD but would not jeopardize the security of the system. Nevertheless, there is still aloophole. Eve could establish one \quantum" key with Alice and a di�erent one withBob, and then choose only those bits that are identical in both keys. Then she couldmanipulate public discussion in such a way that Alice and Bob would consider theremaining bits to be lost or invalid. To prevent this from happening, Alice and Bobmust in addition exchange an authenticated message conveying the number of reallydetected qubits.As already mentioned, a class of reasonable authentication codes exists [10]. If p isprime and d � 2 is an integer, then an authentication code can be created for (pd �



172 M. Du�sek et al.1)=(p� 1) messages with pd keys and p authentication tags. The deception probabilityis then p�1. For a given message and a given authentication key, the authentication tagcan be calculated as follows:� Convert a given authentication key to the number system of the base p (its max-imum length in this system is d). Let us denote the i-th \digit" by ri.� Construct and order all non-zero \numbers" in the number system of the base p ofthe maximum length d that have the �rst non-zero \digit" from the left equal to 1[there is (pd � 1)=(p� 1) of such numbers]. A one-to-one mapping exists betweenall possible messages and all \numbers" (or sequences) from this set. Assign acorresponding \number" to a given message to be authenticated (an ordering ofthe \numbers" is assumed to be �xed). Let the i-th \digit" of that particular\number" be denoted by ci.� The authentication tag is then given by the equationA(r; c) = dXi=1 rici mod p:As a practical example we can choose a prime p = 261 � 1 and d = 165. Then thedeception probability is about 5 � 10�19. The length of the key is 10064 bits, the lengthof the message can be up to 10003 bits and the authentication tag consist of 61 bits.4. Description of the apparatusExperimental implementation of our system is based on an interferometric setup(i.e., on phase coding) with time multiplexing. It consists of two unbalanced �breMach-Zehnder interferometers (see Fig. 1). The path di�erence of the arms of eachinterferometer (2 m) is larger than the width of the laser pulse (its duration is 4 ns). In-terference occurs at the outputs of the second interferometer for pulses \going" throughlong-short or short-long paths. These paths are of the same length and they are indis-tinguishable. Each of these interferometers represents the main part of the \terminals"of both communicating parties. The terminals are interconnected by a 15 m single modeoptical �bre acting as a quantum channel and also by a classical channel (local com-puter network). As a light source, a semiconductor pulsed laser operating at 830 nm isused. Laser pulses are attenuated by a precise computer-controlled attenuator so thatthe intensity level at the output of the �rst interferometer is below 0.1 photon per pulse.The accuracy of this setting is monitored by detector D3. Polarization properties oflight in the interferometers are controlled by polarization controllers PoC. To balancethe lengths of the arms, an air gap AG with remotely controlled gap-distance is used.The phase coding is performed by means of two planar electro-optic phase modulatorsPM (one at each terminal). To achieve high interference visibility, the splitting ratioof the last combiner must approach 50:50 as closely as possible (see [12]). Therefore avariable ratio coupler VRC is employed there. With this setup, it is possible to reach
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Fig. 1. The scheme of optical part of the built quantum identi�cation system. El. Att. is anelectronic attenuator, PoC denotes a polarization controller, PM a planar electro-optic phasemodulator, ATT an attenuator, Pol a polarizer, C a �bre coupler, VRC a variable ratio coupler,and AG an air gap.



174 M. Du�sek et al.visibilities well above 99 %. The total losses of the second interferometer do not exceed5 dB.Detectors D1{D3 are single photon counting modules with Si-avalanche photodi-odes. Their output signals are processed by detection electronics based on time-to-amplitude converters and single channel analyzers. Both terminals are fully driven byPC's. The interferometers are placed in polystyrene thermo-isolating boxes. Togetherwith automatic active stabilization of interference, it enables us to reach low error rates(0.4{0.8 %) with data transmission rates of approximately 600 bits per second.5. Practical implementationLet us �rst focus on the part of public discussion that must be authenticated, i.e., onthe comparison of Alice's and Bob's subsets of the \random" key, that serves for errorrate estimation and thereby the detection of possible eavesdropping. The positionsof selected bits must be completely random so that Eve has no hint which bits are\safer" for her to intercept. The length of the subset must be large enough to yield acon�dent error rate estimate. Let us introduce a security parameter q that expressesthis con�dence in the following way. Provided that the estimate based on a subset oflength s is "est, the probability that the actual error rate " of transmission exceeds acertain prescribed limit "lim, must be lower then q. The security limit for yet secureQKD is "lim = 14:6 % [13]. Once a suitable length s for the system is chosen, one canobtain an upper limit "max on "est, above which the transmitted \quantum" key mustbe rejected to guarantee security with con�dence 1� q. A detailed analysis of the limiton "est is beyond the scope of this paper. For our system, we have chosen s = 500 andq = 10�20. Then the condition Prob(" > 0:146) < 10�20 is satis�ed when estimatederror rates "est fall below "max = 2:13 %.To authenticate the number of really detected qubits, and the positions, bases andvalues of qubits from a subset of length s, we need at leastbmin = s([log2 n] + 2) + [log2(�n)] + 3a)bits of initially shared secret key material. Here n is the number of sent laser pulses, �is the detection probability (about 0.7 % in our case), [x] denotes the smallest integerlarger than x, and a = [log2(1=q)] is the length of the authentication tag. It is worthnoting that the ratio bmin=(�n) converges to zero for large n so that it is always pos-sible to generate more new shared secret bits than it is consumed for authentication.Authenticated QKD may be considered as a \multiplier" of shared secret information,once the ratio (�n)=(2bmin) is greater than 1, with  being the typical reduction factorof the error correction and privacy ampli�cation procedures [2].The whole identi�cation procedure starts with the generation of the so-called siftedkey. Sifted key is what remains to the users after the comparison of their bases. Inour experimental setup, we generate sifted key at sequences of 320 kbits. After eachsequence, active stabilization of the interferometers is performed to ensure low errorrate despite environmental perturbations. This yields an average sifted key data rateof cca 600 bits per second. Once 30 kbits of sifted key are generated, the three-passauthenticated public discussion is performed as follows:



Application of quantum key distribution . . . 175� Bob sends to Alice an authenticated message containing the number of detectedqubits and the positions of bits selected for error rate estimation.� Alice checks authentication and aborts communication if it fails. Otherwise shesends back to Bob an authenticated message containing the bases and bit valuesof the selected qubits.� Bob checks authentication and aborts communication if it fails. Next he checksbases of the selected subset and aborts communication if any of them disagree.At last, he uses the comparison of bit values of the selected subset for error rateestimation and aborts communication when his result exceeds the value "max. If allthese three tests are correctly passed, he sends to Alice an authenticated messageto inform her that identi�cation was successful. Alice checks authentication andaborts communication if it fails.At this point Alice and Bob share 29.5 kbits of shared secret sifted key. As �nalsteps, they perform error correction and privacy ampli�cation procedures. We basicallyuse the procedures described by Bennett et al. [2]. The level of privacy ampli�cationcorresponds to the security parameter q.To summarize,  is usually higher than 0.75 for our usual error rates of 0.4{0.8 %,thus leaving Alice and Bob with about 22 kbits of distilled key generated at an averagerate of 250 bits per second. This well covers the approximately 14 kbits of previouslyshared secret key material consumed during the authenticated discussion. Let us notethat we did not perform any special optimization of data rate, the bottlenecks beinghere the way we drive the equipment from PC's and the bandwidth of the detectionelectronics we used. Nevertheless, in our setup the whole identi�cation procedure takesless than 110 seconds (including all auxiliary processes).6. ConclusionsA quantum cryptographic system for mutual identi�cation has been proposed andbuilt. The system expediently combines the advantages of quantum key distributionand a classical three-pass identi�cation procedure. Each identi�cation sequence is usedonly once and quantum key distribution serves as a means to refuel shared secret keymaterial. The quantum cryptographic apparatus can be regarded as a \multiplier" ofshared secret information. The experimental implementation is based on a \single-photon" interferometric method and on the quantum key distribution protocol BB84.Error correction and privacy ampli�cation procedures are employed. The authenticationof certain parts of public discussion simultaneously serves for mutual identi�cation. Themeasured physical parameters are as follows: visibility 99.5 %, sifted key transmissionrate 600 bits per second, distilled key transmission rate 250 bits per second, error rate0.4 %.Acknowledgement This work was supported by the Czech Home Department(19951997007), Czech Ministry of Education (VS 96028), and Czech Grant Agency(202/95/0002).
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